QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN (Q4M)
SECTORS AND COUNTRIES

• Sectoral approach: Construction and Tourism

• Countries: Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia, Morocco and recently Algeria
EU: France, Italy and Spain
PROJECT OBJECTIVES –

- **OBJECTIVES**:
  - REGIONAL COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF SECTORIAL QUALIFICATIONS: EUROMED REGION
  - TRANSPARENCY AND CONVERGENCE OF SECTORAL QUALIFICATION TO SUPPORT REFORMS AND MOBILITY

**THE OVERALL GOAL**: ENHANCE TRANSPARENCY OF SECTORAL QUALIFICATIONS TO PROMOTE TRUST BETWEEN COUNTRIES. THE SECTORS ARE TOURISM AND CONSTRUCTION. PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES ARE MOROCCO, TUNISIA, EGYPT, JORDAN, ALGERIA FRANCE, SPAIN AND ITALY.
Goals project

TRANSPARENCY

TRUST

CONDITIONS FOR RECOGNITION

BASED ON EQF PRINCIPLES
How: Common Working Methods and Learning by Doing

Transparency
- Common profiles (CP) and methodology
- Analysis qualifications/system, Certificate supplement, comparison CP

Trust
- Reports analysis and comparison with CP

Conditions for recognition: area of trusted qualifications
- Validation of reports
- Accepting each others qualifications/systems
- Criteria and conditions for recognition
PROJECT RESULTS

- RESULTS:
  - Shared and tested methodology to compare qualifications
  - 6 common occupational profiles for 6 in two sectors
  - An established and operational multidisciplinary network of teams in each country
  - A “strategic committee” governing the project
  - Certificate supplement for transparency

✓ RESULTS:
✓ Comparison of national qualifications with the common reference profiles for occupations
✓ Methodology/users guide for the common reference profiles for occupations profiles
✓ Guidelines/procedures of an assessment and peer review instrument for country reports